Offgrid Solar & Transformative Business
Models
Has A Revolution Started?

Offgrid Market in Africa
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Africa’s Energy Sector overview
48% (600 millions people) of the continent’s population still have no access to
power
With population growth averaging about 3% per year, population is projected to
double by 2050, reaching 2.4bn people
Poorest African citizens pay comparatively the most expensive access to
electricity in the world

There is a significant energy gap between urban residents who mostly have
access to electricity (64%) and rural people who have very poor access to it
(14%)
Africa is losing 2 to 4 GDP growth points per year due to power shortages
Sources : EY studies, IRENA publications, encyclopedie-energie, World Bank
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Off-grid prices vs regular grid prices
Off-grid tends to be more affordable, especially in rural areas

Regular grid

Off-grid

First-year
cost :
USD 6401440

First-year
cost :
USD 140

The connection costs in Sub-Saharan
Africa with regular grid ranges in
between USD 400 and USD 1200 plus the
monthly power cost which adds up to
USD 240 per year

The connection costs in Sub-Saharan
Africa with off-grid is composed of a
deposit of USD 20 and an annual cost of
USD 120

Source : PowerAfrica, Medium
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Africa’s Off-grid investments current mapping
Africa and the solar home system are the main recipients of investments in the off-grid sector

58%

58% of disclosed
investment in offgrid energy
access has
flowed to East
Africa
Source : WoodMackenzie

22%

$1.7 bn

80%

Annual
disclosed direct
investment
grew 22% from
2017 to 2018

Cumulative
investment in
off-grid were
$1.7 bn in 2018

Deal count
grew nearly
80% in 2017

81%

$ 564m

81% of the
investments
went to the Solar
Home System
sector

The top 10 deals
alone represent
$ 564m with the
biggest one held
by Novo Lumos
with $90m
bboxx.com
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Average equity
transaction
value doubled
year-on-year in
2018

What business models create
impact?
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Impacts : The Energy Ladder

As time goes by, by investing in long lasting equipment, users can improve their energy situation

5
4. High level of acess to energy
Mini grids and solar installations for large
domestic use, schools, health institutions
and companies

4
3

5. Very High level of access to energy
Off-grid, grid and mini-grid systems, hybrid solar
(solar-diesel) installations for very large domestic
use, and solar farms

3. Average level of access to energy
Solar installations for domestic use, fans, radios,
televisions and refrigerators

2. Low level of access to energy
Pico-solar lanterns

2
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1. No access to energy

No access to electricity. Use of disposals like oil,
candles and battery-powered flashlights
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How will energy unleash productive economic activity ?

80% of Africa’s economy is relying on agriculture, to bring electricity to rural populations will unleash a
virtuous cycle increasing total wealth
Access to electricity

Create new jobs and industries

▪ With a higher educated population,
new jobs and new opportunities will
be created, accelerating the growth
and life improvement of Africa’s
population

▪ Off-grid solutions will allow rural
population to gain access to
electricity

Improve control/ or refrigeration
of their cultures

Investment in education and
health

▪ Farmers will be able to run cleaner
irrigation systems and processing
machines that improve their yields
▪ They will be able to refrigerate their
harvests and thus limit the loss due to
rotting

▪ With higher incomes, rural
populations will be able to invest
more in the education of their
children and in gaining access to a
better healthcare

Better Incomes for farmers

▪ Access to electricity will increase
household per capita income by 39%

Source : Carnegie Foundation
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How to create scale and bring big
finance?
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A scalable model - a central platform serving Next
Generation Utility companies
Supplying services to a network of NGU companies globally while keeping
a direct link to final customers makes the BBOXX B2B2C model unique.

A central platform to
distribute various goods
and services…

Hardware

Software

Service

Finance

B2B

…and NGU franchised
by BBOXX…

Internet

Insurance

Water

Gas

Electricity

…through a network
of NGU subsidiaries…

Service X

NGU

B2C

…to final customers
bboxx.com
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Partnering with blue-chip companies to expand across
Africa
Country-level Partnerships*

Group-level partnerships*

Countries of operations
Togo
5m people off-grid
18,700 customers
Kenya
35m people off-grid
51,900 customers
Rwanda
7m people off-grid
55,900 customers
DRC
62m people off-grid
5,100 customers (in BBOXX’s
NGU)

With Orange
With EDF

With AIIM
With Orange & AIIM

* Lists not exhaustives
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Has the revolution
started?
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Key developments enabling Solar Home Systems
Off-Grid is a new technology that has been enabled by the improvement of some key factors like costs reduction or
connectivity enhancement

Costs of photovoltaic panels 1
Costs of solar panels in Africa have decreased
by 99% since 1980

Battery improvement 3
Transition from lead-acid to lithium batteries
and costs reductions (-42% since 2008) are the
main improvements

IoT 5
IoT allows remote control of any system in the
world, to collect user data, the facilitation of
payment and personalized support.

Source : McKinsey Study, Africa Progress Panel, MIT
bboxx.com
*Incandescent lasts 1000 hours, LED 25,000. LED need 5 times less Watts with equivalent light

2 Costs of LED Lamps
Rapid emergence of inexpensive LED lightbulbs that
last longer, have higher light output, are more
energy-efficient than incandescent ones*

4 Favourable environment
The CIZO program by example has been launched
by the Government of Togo to provide favourable
incentives for solar home systems companies

6 Mobile money
46% of the adult population in Africa now owns a
phone. By extension, Mobile money is growing fast
with 21% of adults holding an account
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Resulting in an exponential
growth

20,000
units sold

2017

4,000
units sold

2014
First “Smart” product
With remote control and
monitoring capabilities
suitable for PAYG
business
Penetrations of 2
markets

First PPP in the off-grid
sector
Launched in Togo with the
government
Launch of DRC and Pakistan

2019

2013

.

2010

Founding of BBOXX
by Mansoor Hamayun,
Chris Baker-Brian and
Laurent Van Houcke

Rwanda and Kenya

A single SHS including
full remote monitoring &
control capabilities
Launch of the BBOXX
Home

2016

>200,000
units sold
Orange ( in DRC,
Senegal, Ivory Coast,
Mali and Guinea), BEAM,
GE, ENGIE and EDF
Partnerships with

2018

45,000
units sold

8,000
units sold
bboxx.com
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Videos

2019 Energy Winner BBOXX has empowered 675,000 people with solar power
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUSN78BgmnI

FILM INSTITUTIONNEL POUR BBOXX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTs2ArZmFHA
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